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Abstract

The purpose of this cultural study was the analysis of commodified identities construction in an EFL context. Our site of struggle for the analysis was a private institution and the related variables were English textbooks, six teachers and six learners as our cases. Our whole data collection took from 23 September 2010 to 30 September 2011. Our theoretical framework was inspired by constructivism and in particular Bakhtin's dialogism and we followed an ethnographic methodology in our data collection. The results of the content analysis of the textbooks, teachers and learners' data showed the existence and construction of commodified identities, though there were intra and inter variations among the teachers' responses regarding commodified identities. The results were discussed in connection with the context of language teaching and some pedagogical implications were also suggested.
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1. Introduction

In the present study, we have tried to investigate the role of commodified identities construction in an EFL situation through a case study. Constructivism in general and dialogism in particular are our theoretical frameworks. We have probed the role of commodified identities construction in a private school with six learners and six teachers. Therefore, in what follows, we try to give a brief review of our theoretical paradigm and related concepts and then pose our related research questions for that matter.

2. Literature Review

Broadly speaking, there are two perspectives or paradigm shifts in the history of identity. On the one hand, it has been treated as an essential or cognitive phenomenon that governs human action, and on the other hand, it has been considered as a public phenomenon, a performance or construction that is interpreted by other people. The shift has been a move from essentialism to constructionism or social constructivism; in other words from analyzing linguistic identity as a given and fixed aspect of who an individual or group is, to something changeable and variable as it is constructed and performed.

Essentialism means 'the assumption that groups, categories or classes of objects have one or several defining features exclusive to all members of that category' (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin, 2000, p.77). In constructionism, the subject assumes different identities at different time. Within us are differing identities, pulling in different directions so that our identifications are continuously being modified. ‘We are confronted by a bewildering, fleeting multiplicity of possible identities, any one of which we could identify with – at least temporarily' (Hall, 1992, p. 277). In the present study we have discussed commodified identities as one type of identities from the perspective of dialogism theory of Bakhtin which is constructivist. Among the very core concepts of dialogism, two important concepts, which are related to our study, are discussed briefly.

For Bakhtin a word is a world. He declares that, ‘an individual's becoming, an ideological process, is characterized precisely by a sharp gap between . . . the authoritative word (religious, political, moral; the word of a father, of adults and of teachers, etc.) that does not know internal persuasiveness, and . . . the internally persuasive word that is denied all privilege, backed up by no authority at all, and is frequently not even acknowledge in society'
maintained that the way people consume different things distinguish them from the members of other social groups. ‘Neo-tribes’, Bauman (1993) concluded that consumption is a highly important factor in people’s identities. He system that substitutes needs and pleasures for values and classifications. The ‘sign value’ of objects replaces the use value of objects: commodities achieve meaning, not because they are really useful, but because they are related to a whole system of signs. Baudrillard (1998) also regards consumption as a way to show differentiation. 

In this research, it was strongly believed that interpersonal constraints have a remarkable influence on identities in particular, may be projected authoritatively or suggested persuasively. 

No one can readily deny the influence of consumerism in today's society. This, of course, has had varying degrees of effects on different groups of people with regard to gender, race, etc. Some scholars have fairly interesting ideas about consumerism in our life. According to Giddens (1991), consumerism is the major feature of what critics have called post-industrial ‘late modernity’. Featherstone (1991) believes that consumption is a highly important feature of postmodern society. Even some groups of scholars have expressed negative attitudes towards consumerism as 'an all-developing force to which, increasingly, all identities are subject – a force which dictates that anything is potential substance for consumption, even ourselves' (Benwell & Stokou, 2006). In addition to this last comment, several others have tried to emphasize the influence of consumerism on the consumers' identities.

Of course, there have been a wide variety of theories about how consumerism and identity are connected, especially during the last few decades (Cindy, Jonah, & Leaf, 2012; Hamouda, 2012; Zeynep & Craig, 2011) Nearly all of these theories emphasize the close relationship between people's identity and consumption. Therefore, this extremely important process of commodification in our post-modern society shows that more detailed researches are needed to investigate into the relationship between consumption and identity, particularly its connection with the language teaching and learning context.

According to Campbell (1987), consumerism was first proposed in the eighteenth century, mostly influenced by the rise of the Roman individualism. The basic principle of this perspective is that we consume according to who we are or want to be and everything is directed to the advantage of the individual (Corrigan, 1997). As a result, consumption creates a sense of identity; in other words, consumption helps us feel distinct from others. Little by little, particular goods or forms of consumption indicate people's membership to certain social or cultural groups or distinguish between male and females or other differences. Veblen (1899) was among the same group of scholars who regarded consumption as 'a key means of achieving social differentiation and thus status'. He even coined a new term in consumerism called 'conspicuous consumption'. Another related concept in this area was proposed by Bourdieu (1984). He used the concept 'cultural capital' to describe the way in which different classes use different goods and consumption practices in order to situate themselves in social space.

Douglas and Isherwood (1979) also described how people used goods to create an intelligible culture and establish and sustain social relations. Ato so, they examined consumption from an anthropological point of view. They believed that in this process both the promotion of special products and the acquisition of the skills, concepts or practical knowledge about how to use these products are very important (Talbot 1995). Having worked on 'neo-tribes', Bauman (1993) concluded that consumption is a highly important factor in people's identities. He maintained that the way people consume different things distinguish them from the members of other social groups. In this research, it was strongly believed that interpersonal constraints have a remarkable influence on identities created through consumption. Baudrillard (1998) believed that the relationship between identity and consumption is much closer. He argued that 'we become what we consume'. In other words, on the basis of postmodern theories, cultural consumption is regarded as the source or material out of which our identities are created. According to this point of view, people shape their identity through buying particular goods and special articles. According to Baudrillard, commodities and objects, rather like words, constitute a system of signs (cf. de Saussure 1960) – a system that substitutes needs and pleasures for values and classifications. The 'sign value' of objects replaces the use value of objects: commodities achieve meaning, not because they are really useful, but because they are related to a whole system of signs. Baudrillard (1998, p. 61) also regards consumption as a way to show differentiation.

Baudrillard’s viewpoint on consumption is undoubtedly negative because he gives little control to consumers. According to him, consumers are socialized into a system that is to a large extent beyond their control. In addition, Gidden (1991) proposed a notion called ‘the commodification of the self’. He claims that consumers are perfectly under the influence of consumption force and even try to distinguish themselves by choosing a certain product.
This negative attitude towards the concept of commodification and consumption is greatly influenced by a particular school of theory called the Frankfurt School. According to the Frankfurt School of theory, mass culture is really criticized and a new notion called 'culture industries' is proposed. The proponents of this model believed that consumers are like passive dupes, greatly influenced by the production and advertising of the 'false needs', created by what producers decide as important or useful. In addition, since consumer culture tries to appeal to a large group of people, it is regarded as inauthentic and homogenizing. Fairclough (1992) also believes that commodification creates a kind of uncertainty about what is really promotional and authentic and as a result establishes a close relationship between self-promotion and self-identity.

During the recent years, however, there have been some researches attesting to this fact that in some situations there are few, if any, opportunities available to individuals about resistance to commodification of something. In other words, these scholars believe that sometimes the situations impose the consumption of certain products on consumers. For example, Tan (1978), discussing the commodification of the English language by focusing on the current official debates and comments, concluded that 'the debate in Malaysia is certainly indicative of the prevalence of the discourse of economic commodification and globalization to the exclusion of other kinds of discourse'. He believed that Malaysian people are repeatedly told that many job positions in Malaysia are empty since job applicants do not have the required proficiency in English and that English is closely connected with achieving success in global communication with foreigners. In these debates, Malaysians are not as free as they should be whether to learn English or not.

In a similar vein, Singh and Han (1988) maintained that the internationalization of education increased the commodity value of English; this has been greatly emphasized since at least the 18th century. They believed that English is not just product or service to make money, but also it is an indispensable way to facilitate or expedite the exchange of the knowledge; a concept which is crucial to achieving success in the 'new' economy (Wächter, 2004). So in one way or another, people who want to be successful have to learn this language and the consumers have no other choice here.

Bowers (2000), explaining the numerous advantages of new technologies in education, believed that students and universities have no other choice but to turn into good customers for these commodities advertised by different companies. He believed that if they want to resist this situation, they will fall behind.

All scholars, however, are not so gloomy about the role of consumers in commodification discourses. Relatively recent theories and models within cultural studies appreciate the active role of the consumer. The proponents of these theories believe that identity is not something which can be easily suggested or influenced. Keat, Whitely and Abercrombie (1994), proposing the notion of 'authority of the consumer', attach much more importance to consumers' roles and Fiske (1989) emphasizes that consumers are 'cultural experts'. He chooses this term to say that consumers are really critical and creative while they are faced with a wide variety of products or goods. Frost (2010) also argues that 'consumers in the early twenty-first century are more aware of the commercial environment they inhabit than they have been before. As such, they are more comfortable in engaging or rejecting consumption activities than many critics are willing to grant' (p. 58). Therefore, the major implication of these models is that consumers are constantly active in the process of consumption or the formulation of their commodified identities. The advocates of previous models, of course, have expressed doubts about the highly and extremely active roles assigned to consumers in the process of consumption by these new theories or models. However, recent experimental or case studies show that consumers are not as passive as they were regarded by previous models.

Moreover, some regard consumers as the mere subjects of the consumption process and some assign more active roles to them. Mills (1998, p. 147) uses the term 'the consuming paradox' to show these differences. However, what seems more reasonable is that in daily life situations a combination of these should be considered. As mentioned earlier, sometimes the constraints or limitations of the situation give consumers no options to behave differently, but sometimes consumers actively compare different products and adopt the most appropriate ones. In this study, we try to consider the commodified identities of foreign language learners influenced by their textbooks, their teachers, and their own choice. In line with the theories mentioned, our research questions are divided into three categories of textbook, teacher and learner's questions:

A. Textbook related questions:

1) Are there any commodified identities (cultural topics, cultural names, and cultural activities) presented in the learners' textbooks?
2) What are the special discourse types associated with the cultural commodified identities in the learners' textbooks?

3) How are commodified cultural identities represented in the learners' textbooks?

B. Teacher related questions:

1) Are private English language teachers influenced by commodified identities?

2) How are commodified identities promoted by private English language teachers?

3) Are commodified identities suggested persuasively or projected authoritatively by private English language teachers?

C. Learner related questions:

1) Are private English language learners influenced by commodified identities advocated by the private institution?

2) Are private English language learners influenced by commodified identities presented in the textbooks?

3) Are commodified identities suggested persuasively or projected authoritatively to private English language learners?

3. Methodology

3.1 Setting and subjects

Our site of struggle for the analysis of commodified identities was a private institution and the related variables were English textbooks, six teachers and six learners as our cases. In what follows, we will present the related information on the institution, textbooks, teachers and learners, respectively.

3.1.1 The institution

A private institution was chosen as site of our struggle because in such settings there is little control in the choice of teachers and the government has little supervision on such settings. Most of the students who choose English as their major in the University are nurtured in such private schools. To select some representative cases from these private schools, we investigated almost all private language schools in Mashhad (Iran) and found that the private institute of Frough is one of the oldest schools in this area, registered as No. 1623 in 1369 with the permission of Department of Education, Khorasan Razavi province, Iran.

3.1.2 Textbooks

The related textbooks of the males were Cambridge English for Schools (CES) and ON Target 2. The females studied In Contact 1 & 2. The targeted cases' book was CES, book 3, published in 1997 by Andrew Littlejohn and Diana Hicks. It has 160 pages.

On Target 2 written by Diane Pinkley, James E. Purpura in 1999 and printed in the United States has 136 pages and is believed to be a theme-based, integrated skills program for secondary and adult students. It is of the Scott Foresman English series and is appropriate for the intermediate levels. In Contact 1 and 2, the females' course books, are the beginning levels of Scott Foresman English, a theme-based, integrated skills program for secondary and adult students. The book In Contact 1 is written in English language by Barbara R Denman and is published or distributed by Addison Wesley Longman. The book In Contact 2 is related to the Scott Foresman English series and is written in English language by Jane Sturtevant and is published or distributed by Pearson PTR Interactive. This particular edition was published on or around 1999-10-12 date. It has 134 numbers of pages of content for use.

3.1.3 Teachers

The teachers chosen were three males and three females. They were all provided teacher insurance for the job security. The method of our teacher selection depended on our learners as our cases. In our large and extended project we met our cases for about four semesters but we observed each teacher for one semester, though we had...
contacts with them during the project as well. We observed a class one semester as a preparatory stage. During our observation, we had many contacts with the teachers through phones, teachers' notes, formal and informal interviews, meeting them in their homes, in the car, in the office and outside the classes. We met them in their classes and we arranged to meet them for interviews in advance. They all were volunteered to take part in the interviews and had signed the written letter which asked them to read the purposes of our research and if possible cooperate with us during the project. The information extracted in the process of interviews both oral and written partly shows the identities of our targeted teachers which will be discussed in the following sections. Some of these teachers' information which is related to our title of investigation on teachers' identities is given below.

We observed each teacher's classes for one full semester but the data collection took four consecutive semesters, about a full year. Their classes (Males and females) were held twice a week, on Tuesday and Thursday (all females' classes), Monday and Wednesday (Case 4), Sunday and Tuesday (Cases 5 & 6). The classes in all four semesters were held from 4:45 to 6:15 PM. Each session took 1:30 minutes. We could record 20 complete sessions (case 1, 10 sessions and case 6, 10 sessions), 36 complete sessions, (Cases 2, 3, & 5, each case 12 sessions) and 15 complete sessions (Case 4). All the recordings (about 106 hours) were then transcribed for the analysis of the data. The interviews were held four times, one semester before their classroom observation, and at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of observation. They were given some other ethnographic tools as mentioned too.

Case 1:
Her name was Hedyeh. She was born in Mashhad. She was 29 years old. She was married and had no children. She had started learning English when she was 5 years old. Her native language was Persian and she just knew English as her foreign language. She had a BA and an MA in TEFOL. She had a full time job as an English teacher in Frough institute for 5 years. She was a part-time teacher in some other institutes and Universities as well. In all, she had about 10 years of formal experience of teaching English to students of various proficiency levels from elementary to University students. She was teaching an average of 30 hours in a week. She had no private English classes.

Case 2:
Her name was Khatereh. She was born in Mashhad. She was 48 years old. She was married and had 3 children, two girls and a boy. Her native language was Persian and she just knew English as her foreign language. She had a BA and an MA in TEFOL. She had a full time job as an English teacher in Frough institute for 7 years. She was a part-time teacher in some other institutes and Universities as well. In all, she had about 13 years of formal experience of teaching English to students of various proficiency levels from elementary to University students. She was teaching an average of 70 hours in a week including her private English classes.

Case 3:
Her name was Nazanin. She was born in Mashhad. She was 38 years old. She was married and had a boy. Her husband was a teacher teaching Persian literature. She had started learning English when she was 5 or 6 years old. Her native language was Persian and she just knew English as her foreign language. She had a BA in English literature. She was living in Mashhad where she was a full time English teacher in Frough institute for 9 years. She had been a part-time teacher in some other institutes and she had been a full time translator in a company for 9 years. She was still doing this translation job as part time. In all, she had about 15 years of formal experience of teaching English to students of various proficiency levels from elementary to advanced students. She was teaching an average of 50 hours in a weak and 25 hours of translation.

Case 4:
His name was Mohammad. He was 29 years old. He was married and had a little girl. He had started learning English when he was in the guidance school at the age of 12. His native language was Persian and he just knew English as his foreign language. He had a BA in English literature. He was living in Mashhad where he was a full time English teacher in Frough institute for 5 years. In all, he had about 11 years of formal experience of teaching English to students of various proficiency levels from elementary to advanced levels. He was teaching an average of 70 hours in a weak.

Case 5:
His name was Farhad. He was born in Tehran. He was 28 years old. He was married and had no children. He had started learning English when he was 4 years old. His native language was Persian and he just knew English as his foreign language, but he was trying to learn French too. He had a BA in English literature. He was living in
Mashhad where he was a full time English teacher in Frough institute for 3 years. In all, he had about 6 years experience of teaching English to students of various proficiency levels from elementary to advanced. He was teaching an average of 40 hours in a weak. He had many private English classes.

Case 6:

His name was Shahriyar. He was born in Mashhad. He was 30 years old. He was single. He had started learning English when he was in the guidance school. His native language was Persian and he just knew English as his foreign language. He had a BA in English literature. He was living in Mashhad where he was a full time English teacher in Frough institute for 8 years. He also had private English classes. In all, he had about 12 years experience of teaching English to students of various proficiency levels from elementary to advanced. He was teaching an average of 65 hours in a weak.

3.1.4 Learners

Before starting the project, we selected two classes (one male and one female) with 21 learners and focused on 10 learners as our cases. We observed the classes for one semester which took about four months and the observation, language proficiency of the students, learners and their parents’ consents for participating in our project resulted in choosing three males and three females as our targeted cases to be studied in the three next semesters. Based on our data gathering, teachers' scores and our tests, the learners' level of proficiency was intermediate. The learners of this institution had a different teacher each semester, but sometimes they had the same teacher who was teaching them for two consecutive semesters, though rarely this happened. In all, these learners experienced six teachers in these three semesters. The male learners had a male teacher and the females had female teachers. Following are some of the learners' information.

Case 1:

His name was Ali. He was 15 years old, a high school student studying experimental science in the second grade. His father was a nurse working in the hospital and his mother was a teacher teaching Persian literature in the high school. He had one brother and two sisters. He was one of the top students in the school with an average of 19.5. His English proficiency was at intermediate level.

Case 2:

His name was Farzad. He was 14 years old, a high school student in the first grade. He was going to choose experimental science in the second grade. His parents were physician. He was the only child in the family. He was one of the top students in the school with an average of 18.90. His English proficiency was at intermediate level.

Case 3:

His name was Mehdi. He was 16 years old, a high school student studying mathematics in the second grade. His father had a free job and his mother was a housewife. He had one brother and one sister. He was one of the top students in the school with an average of 18. His English proficiency was at intermediate level.

Case 4:

Her name was Narges. She was 15 years old, a high school student studying experimental science in the second grade. Her father was a teacher teaching science in the guidance school and her mother was also a teacher teaching English in the high school. She had one brother and one sister. She was one of the top students in the school with an average of 19.72. Her English proficiency was at intermediate level.

Case 5:

Her name was Maryam. She was 15 years old, a high school student in the first grade. She had not made her mind about her major choice. Her father was a university teacher teaching management in the university and her mother was a teacher teaching accounting in the high school. She had one brother and no sister. She was one of the top students in the school with an average of 18. Her English proficiency was at intermediate level.

Case 6:

Her name was Fatemeh. She was 15 years old, a high school student in the first grade. She was going to study mathematics in the second grade. Her father worked in a hospital and her mother was a free job selling women clothes. She had one brother and one sister. She was one of the top students in the school with an average of 18.86. Her English proficiency was at intermediate level.
3.2 Instrumentation and procedure

The data analyzed and the results presented in this article are part of a larger project that aimed to describe the interaction of teachers and textbooks' roles on the identity construction of some private language school learners. Our whole data collection took a long time from 23 September 2010 to 30 September 2011.

To investigate for the existence of commodified identities in the related textbooks we did a content analysis task. Content analysis is a research method for making replicable and valid inferences from data to their context, with the purpose of providing new knowledge, new insights, a representation of facts and a practical guide to action (Krippendorff, 1980). Based on the literature review on commodified identity, the typical themes related to commodified identities were extracted and modified by the researchers. In order to come to a common consensus of the typical themes, three independent MA (two) and PhD (one) raters read the data and marked the saliency of the commodified identities. Graneheim and Lundman (2004) support the value of dialogue among co-researchers to agree the way in which the qualitative data are labeled. The researchers also verified the data in an iterative manner and tested the whole data. Our unit of analysis was a combination of discrete units and discourse. The reason for including discourse as one of our unit of analysis in the content analysis of the textbooks was inspired by Bakhtin's theoretical framework which shows that the unit of analysis should be the whole context. Oliver (2000), Matusov (2007) and Tihanov (2000) also advocate discourse as the unit of analysis for the dialogical methodology.

After reading the whole content, the data were classified into three categories of cultural topics, cultural activities, and cultural names. In each category we searched for the existence of commodified identities. As Cavanagh (1997) notes, the purpose of creating categories is to provide a means of describing the phenomenon, to increase understanding and to generate knowledge. Credibility of research findings also deals with how well the categories cover the data (Graneheim & Lundman 2004).

To find the related cultural topics, first we looked at the content or outline of the book presented at the beginning pages of each book. Then, we had a micro look at each lesson and searched for the related topics. We wrote the page numbers too. Moreover, in this section, following Phillipson (1992), we were supposed to determine whether the topic was related to the English or American Culture (we called it Native), or to Other Cultures, including Iran, if given (we called it Alien). If the country was mentioned, we tried to mention it as well, or if it was not clear to which category the topic may fall, we had to write Neutral. In other sections (Cultural activities, and Cultural Names) we did the same. Putting the data in the appropriate categories was a challenging task as Dey (1993) mentions, when formulating categories, the researcher comes to a decision, through interpretation, as to which things to put in the same category.

The second category was cultural activities. They were like cultural topics, but we had a more detailed analysis within the lessons (e.g. warm-up, grammar parts, exercises, Reading, Speaking, and Writing (listening parts were excluded, but if there were some written data related to the listening parts and it was related to a particular cultural type, we had to mention them. Furthermore, in the cultural activities part, we determined whether each activity presented is Native, Alien, or Neutral and if it was Authoritative, or Persuasive.

The third category was cultural names. In this section, we tried to find all the names (names of persons, objects, jobs, etc., whether abstract or concrete) related to commodified identities, in all parts of each lesson. In the cultural names part, we also determined whether each name presented was Native, Alien, or Neutral. After the analysis of the whole data, we counted the numbers of each category and put the frequency of the numbers in the Tables.

Based on our ethnographic tools including teachers' interviews, teachers' journals and notes, audio and sometimes videotaped classroom observations of each teacher, and the participant-observer's research journal, we tried to search for the commodified identities in the whole data of our teachers. We used both semi-structured interview and unstructured interviews (Ellis & Haugan, 1997; Fontana & Frey, 2005). Researchers making use of unstructured interviews often hold a constructivist point of view of social reality (Denzin, 1989). As the purpose of the interviews was reconstructing teachers’ identities and not understanding the proficiency level of the teachers, the interviews were held both in English and Persian. Unstructured interviews are governed by the cultural conventions of the research setting, which requires that the researcher can understand the interviewees’ language and, further, its meanings in the specific cultural context of the research setting (Fife, 2005). The Persian interviews then were translated into English. We were given permission to tape the interviews and they signed an agreement that allowed us to use the transcribed material in our project. To observe codes of ethics in research, however, the names are fictitious. The questions were open ended questions and let them talk freely about their understanding of the commodified identities, the importance they give to these types of identities and their influence on the context of language learning and teaching. In our targeted larger project, however, we asked them many other questions.
regarding some types of identities. But, our focus in the present article is to look at the data to investigate the influence of commodified identities. Due to the large corpus of our data (about 30 hours formal and informal interviews with teachers), we tried to extract only the parts related to our focal commodified identities. Besides interviews, the occurrence of commodified identities was explored in the remaining data including our other ethnographic tools. We try to show and clarify them by giving some instances, though it is difficult to present them all. It is sometimes difficult to give a thorough presentation of the results of qualitative research in a format that is compatible with the space and word limitations in professional journals (Polit & Beck, 2004). The same procedure with the same ethnographic tools was done for the learners. We will give the appropriate instances relating to the commodified identities of the learners too.

4. Results and discussions

4.1 Textbooks commodified identities

The content analysis of all textbooks shows that commodified identities are not extensively promoted. In the females' textbooks, the number of commodified cultural topics is just seven topics in the two books, the number of commodified cultural names is 30 and there are 17 commodified cultural activities. The discourse types related to sub-categories of neutral, native, and alien are mostly neutral (See Table 1). And the authoritative/persuasive discourse is almost the same. The males' textbooks have almost the same frequencies (See Table 2). It may seem that the authors are not promoting the commodified identities directly and though we are in the 'post-industrial late modernity', the books at least directly do not show the projection of this type of identity. The presentation of commodified activities is also more persuasive than authoritative in all the books. It means that the authors are not going to present the content by force. Perhaps they are going to present the content in English. And English is considered for them as a commodity. More specifically, 'what is included and excluded in textbooks really signal more profound political, economic and cultural relations and histories', and hence, a 'particular construction of reality' (Apple and Christian-Smith, 1991, p. 3). Moreover, the textbook is just one variable and the content is regarded static and it should be combined with other variables, such as teachers and learners' roles.

Table 1: The content analysis of textbooks (In Contact 1 & 2) (females) based on cultural topics, cultural names and cultural activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural Topics</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Cultural Names</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Cultural Activities</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commodified</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Na. 1</td>
<td>Commodified</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Na. 1</td>
<td>Commodified</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>A. 7</td>
<td>Na. 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL. 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NE. 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NE. 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NE. 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: N. Stands for Number, DT for Discourse Type, NA. for Native, AL. for Alien, NE. for Neutral, A for Authoritative, P. for Persuasive.

Table 2: The content analysis of textbooks (CES & On Target 2) (males) based on cultural topics, cultural names and cultural activities (all lessons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural Topics</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Cultural Names</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Cultural Activities</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>N.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commodified</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Na. 2</td>
<td>Commodified</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Na. 0</td>
<td>Commodified</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>A. 11</td>
<td>Na. 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL. 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AL. 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AL. 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AL. 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE. 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NE. 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NE. 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NE. 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Teachers commodified identities

They all but considered the private institution as a commodity place which is linked to learning English and compared it with public schools which are not appropriate places for learning English. They all but regarded learning English as a commodity which made them connect to the outside world and they could have access to other facilities symbolically or materially. They were almost all busy teaching English and teaching English was a capital for them.

English as commodity creates a situation for linking to other commodities as well. For example, the teachers had a mobile cell phone and they all had some English dictionaries installed in them. But, it seems that these teachers had at their disposal some simple facilities and there was no force or motivation to consume English related materials. This was true for their learners as well. Here are some extracts:
Case 1 (Hedyeh):
- Let’s see. For example in our classes we simply use a white board and a marker except the sessions which we use movies in our classes. Only we bring the cassette player with cassettes to the class when we have listening practice. It works well. The white board and the eraser and the marker which are used are ordinary and nothing special.
- What do students need to have?
- Textbook, the book, CD and dictionary.

The role of the institution was also important in shaping the commodified identities of the learners and teachers. There were some cases in which the institution had forbidden the use of mobile in the classes. But, this rule was not obeyed by all the teachers and learners.

Case 2 (Khatereh):
- What if they have dictionaries in their cell phones?
- They [the institution] say students have to buy them. At the meeting which was held in the holiday they asked us not to let them use their cell phones in the class.

It is noteworthy that we found that the institution had a private book store and the learners were persuaded to buy their items from their store.

Case 1 (Hedyeh):
- Do you let them to use-dictionary on their mobile?
- Yes, the aim is learning to use the dictionary for checking the meaning of the words.

Case 5 (Farhad):
- Are your students forced to buy dictionary?
- No it is not a force.
- Someone's mobile has a dictionary, you let him use it?
- Yes, I would.

In their routine life, however, there were different feedbacks from the teachers toward the consumerism world, which directly and indirectly shows their sense of commodified identities:

Case 2 (Khatereh):
- Do you go shopping?
- If it it’s needed, but I don’t buy anything I see.
- What’s your opinion about this slogan? I consume, therefore I am.
- I think it is better….Well, it’s a materialistic attitude toward people and it’s true.

And we asked an unreal question from Khatereh putting her into an imaginary situation:
- What would you do if you own a lot of money?
- I would buy a villa and invest.
- Then what?
- Nothing, but I like to invest more…and I would migrate through investment to Canada.

Case 3 (Nazanin):
- Do you think it’s possible to live without a cell phone?
- Yes.
- Do you like shopping?
- No. Well, I'd like to… , no.
- Have you ever heard some statements like: 'I think, so I exist', 'I consume, so I am'?
- I do apologize, but it's silly.
Do you disagree with consumerism?

Case 5 (Farhad):

- Well... I want to tell you something but you know in commercial, today I suppose to break myself because I was so much concerned that you can actually forget me or you can actually lose the way... I've thought probably living without mobiles, it's gonna be such a hard job but I did it. I am feeling so much relieved and I wish I could drop it away for a permanent time but I can't. I need it. I'm alike. I did it. It has pretty much use.

Case 6 (Shahriyar):

- I have no time to buy and think about, you know, these things. What is important for me is teaching and checking the students' progress.

It seems that these teachers have different ideas regarding the concept of commodified identities. On the one hand, like textbooks' role, this shows the importance of teachers' roles in the context of language teaching. Those teachers who believe or disbelieve in consumerism may shape the identities of the learners in one way or another. On the other hand, it seems that the teachers' identities are changing and when they are put in some other context of situation, for example, an imaginary context, they act and respond differently.

Moreover, the analysis of the whole data of Hedyeh, for instance, shows that she considered having commodity in life as a symbolic value and directly and indirectly showed some signs of commodification in her actions. She was not very busy as she was afforded by the family and among the targeted teachers she had a normal academic life. In contrast to other teacher's careers, she didn't have some private classes.

- Why do you teach? First tell me from the financial aspect.
- Financially, I don't need to teach.
- This doesn't satisfy you at all. It means......
- Since we were girls, my father cared about us even more than our brothers. For example, since I was a student in another city, they would give me more money..... They cared me lot.
- So, your purpose is not a financial matter.
- No. It's not a financial matter. I myself like to be independent and earn money to buy something.

Sometimes she compared her 'self' with her classmate 'who was her friend and considered her own educational assets as her 'cultural capital'.

- They have several houses and villas. Secondly, they are better than us from the point of social class even the way they live. When you go to their house, it is so large. It has several stairs. In their points of view, I belong to the average class of society, but educationally, we are in the same range. Even in some aspects, I am better than her. For instance, I could defend my thesis sooner and she did it with some more delay.

Generally, the teachers' classroom observation did not reveal the occurrence of any highlighted commodified identities. In all, they wore simple formal clothes as far as our classroom observation revealed. The colors, of course, were different, which is not related to our present discussion. Males wore more colorful clothes rather than dark clothes compared with the female teachers. They didn't preach consumerism and they didn't show if they were for or against it. Probably, they didn't care about it. They may have had some financial problems as the data showed that they were almost very busy teachers. Or, the content of the textbooks did not provide a suitable context for the discussion of commodified identities. Or, as some revealed, they were by nature not for the consumerism world. They defined their 'selves' in other ways. There was nothing revealing in their notes regarding the commodified identities as well. Following are also some extracts from the teachers' recordings which show the traces of commodified identities, which were not much highlighted. They were all but emerged in the context as it was backed by the content of the textbooks. In other words, the teacher themselves did not start conversations on commodities.

Hedyeh:

- So, these writings are some information, ok? They are ads, ads? (Students in Persian say, Agahi [ads], aha, the short form of advertisement, ok? By reading newspaper, by watching TV, listening to radio, yes? Now, here are some ads, get ready for a good job.

Khatereh:

- Why did Vera's first albums sell so well? Because...Do you know the answer? Next.
- Because, Vera's first album sold more because it sells 4 000 000 copies.
- No, no, this is not the answer. You.
- Because, Vera worked hard to promote it.
- Aha. Because, Vera worked hard to promote it. F.

Farhad:
- They are standard? What should we do? We should decrease the price of the book. But I think the books are not pretty expensive …are expensive? In expensive countries?
- No.
- You can buy them.
- What else?
- Download them. We can borrow it.

The teachers were also different and in the process of identity construction for that matter in regard to the discourse type of identity projection. For instance, the analysis of the whole data of cases 1 and 3, 5, and 6 showed that they were almost not authoritative by nature. They were observed, however, just in the educational context. Case 2 acted based on the authoritative rules of the institution. The learners had to buy the English books, CDs, and the related English materials from the library belonged to the institution. Case 4 (Mohammad) was more authoritative. It was probably, among other factors, due to his noisy and overcrowded class. His students were naughty and he couldn't sometimes control the class. Following are two instances of his authoritative nature in regard to commodified identities:

Mohammad:
- [interview]: Are the students bound to buy dictionary?
- Yes, sometimes, I'll force them to buy one.

- [Classroom]: Where is your dictionary?
- دیکشنری؟ [My dictionary?]
- How many students, don’t have dictionary? Raise your hand.
- Have or don’t have?
- Don’t have. Don’t have. Don’t have. Raise your hand. Zare, Bagheri, You? Ok. Amoozgar. You? You don’t have it? Negative mark.
- No, no.
- I won’t, I won’t accept any excuse. No excuse. Ok? This session, I have to give you negative marks.
- گفتین دیکشنری بیارین؟ [You told us to get dictionary?]
- Those students, those students who actually, listen to me… listen to me guys. Those students who didn’t have dictionary this, Ammm… this session, you have to get it for next session, otherwise, what happen? Another negative mark, ha?

4.3 Learners commodified identities

Though the total number of commodified identities presented in the textbooks in terms of topics, names and activities was not a large enough to set a ground for affecting learners' ideology, they were directly and indirectly affected by various factors. One of the factors which can be considered as an outside factor was the role of the institution in planning a set of rules to be obeyed by all the staff including teachers and learners. The teachers and the learners had no choice in their English materials. The teachers were told to introduce the prescribed books mentioned and they were told that they must order the students to buy the books from their own library which was established in the institution's yard. The interview with the learners, our cases, showed that they all have bought the books, CDs, and dictionaries from the institution's library. However, in this setting, there was not so much consumerism in terms of buying and selling English materials. The very English language created a competitive situation for all the families that they sent their children to these schools and then learning English brought about many other changes in their life. The private school spent a lot of money for advertisement. English was considered a capital for them. They
were more influenced by the school in contrast to the contents of the textbooks.

The textbooks' contents as showed highlighted little amount of commodified identities, but the learners were affected by links created by English learning. Ali, for instance, was a fan of car magazine and was impressed by the discourse related to his favorites. He said that English learning causes him to buy English books and English cartoons and he said that they have not satellite to get access to foreign channels:

- What do you do in your spare time?
- I come back home from school at noon and I go to English classes every other days. I watch movies. We don't have satellite. I'm interested in historical movies and English cartoons such as ice age.
- Do you read books other than school books?
- No, but I love car magazines.
- What do you have in your room related to English language?
- Books, PC and TV.

Following are more instances of such links caused by the English language.

Farzad:
- What do you have related to English learning?
- A computer, cell phone, storybook, language books.
- Do you have a dictionary in your cell phone?
- Persian to English dictionary, English to Persian dictionary and stories.
- What other facilities do you have for learning English?
- Books, storybooks, dictionary, software.

Mehdi:
- What do you have as your English properties?
- A dictionary and books.
- Do you have a computer too?
- Computer? Yes.
- Do you surf the English sites too, or just Persian sites?
- Yes, usually I search in English, for example, if I want to search about some digital thing, I search in English.
- I usually search some catalogues of the cell phones and computers and the information and something new.
- Do you have a dictionary now?
- Not at the moment.
- No, I mean in your document case.
- Well, I carry that most of the time there.
- Do you have a dictionary in your cell phone too?
- No.
- Why not? Aren’t you into computers and cell phones and why not?
- You know, 'cause this cell phone with me now isn’t capable of having a dictionary, but I can do it with my other cell phone.
- No, I don’t mean just now, I mean generally, do you have a dictionary installed on your cell phone?
- Yes

Narges:
- I didn’t watch TV much before ……MBC Persia …PMC and Etc. …and satellite channels ….satellite is not …it only has music and …
- Which channels could be on satellite and you used to improve your English so far?
- Smile of child.
- Is that the name?
- Yeah.
- Or is it the program's name?
- It is its name …it is for children …but when they talk I understand …but I seldom watch it ….I am not like following the shows ….I watch movies more….
- How much time do you spend listening to English?
- For example, I listen to English music with my mobile.

Maryam:
- Don’t you have satellite?
- Not satellite, but I watch English movies.
- I have a lot of English movies.
- For example?
- Naverinia, High school musical 1, 2, 3, Spider man, Mummy, Crisis, and, hmm... Avatar and Alice in Wonderland, also 2010.

Fatemeh:
- What about computer?
- Yes, I have.
- You know how to work with it?
- Yes.
- How much?
- In a way that I could do my work.
- What kind of work?
- For example, if I want to do a research or use internet.
- What do you do with internet?
- I usually use it for doing researches or for free study or if I want to know about something and if I want to gather information.
- Do you search in English or in Persian? I mean the language.
- Language?
- For example if you want to search something, do you type it in Persian?
- Yes.
- How much internet influences your English learning?
- For example, when I listen to some English music, I use internet and I search and find the lyric of that music and then when I listen to it again I understand it better.
- Do you have English movies?
- Yes.
- Do you watch them?
- Yes.
- What kind of movies? Can you talk about them?
- You mean the subject of that?
- Yes.
- Family movies, horror ones. I like horror movies.
- In English or Persian?
- No. For example, in English with Persian subtitle, or in Persian with English subtitle.
- How much these movies help your English learning?
- It really helps, for example…
- It helps you in what?
- Listening.

All the above extracts show the power of English in connecting these learners to many other areas of social life. In fact, English can be a center of commodification for them and other sources can sell their objects directly or indirectly. This is in line with the ideas of Bourdieu (1986), Phillipson (1992) and Heller (1999) in that commodification draws on a larger theory of the political economics of language, which basically objectifies and evaluates languages in relation to the goods that they can be exchanged for.

In a personality questionnaire presented in their books, O target 2 (p. 44), three females responses were affected by the content of the book which was about commodified identities. Some questions asked were: 1. what do you most look forward to doing? 2. What can you easily imagine yourself doing? They answer these three learners selected were 'getting a high-paying job', and 'buying a large home'. It may be argued that they may have been affected by many other factors, but the point is that the content can reinforce their identities projected and repeated by the textbooks. Moreover, they had some other choices to choose from such as 'making friend', 'having a happy home life', 'discovering who I am' for question number 1, and 'falling in love', 'living in the country', 'changing my career', for question number 2. There were some other instances in different parts of the books which showed the learners' influences.

We also gave them some discourse completion tests and some open ended questions after each semester to find if they are affected by the topics, names, and activities of the books presented through the English Language. One of the commodified identities open questions was the description of a favorite home. The females in their book, In Contact 2, Unit 3, (p. 21) had a lesson called 'Where we live'. This lesson advertises having a house with many facilities such as living room, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, dining room, etc. The exercises also reinforced having a big house, etc. The analysis of their responses showed that they had repeated many characteristics of the house mentioned in the book.

A mentioned before, the discourse type projected in the book was mostly persuasive. The authors of the book tried to present the data persuasively and they know that the contents serve cognitive foods. Based on these little samples, we may not be able to claim that learners are undergoing cultural hybridity (Bhabha, 1994), but inspired by Bakhtin (1981, p. 360), we believe that 'such unconscious hybrids have been at the same time profoundly productive historically: they are pregnant with potential for new world views, with new 'internal forms' for perceiving the world.

5. Concluding remarks

It seems that commodified identities are contextualized, historical and dynamic. The extent of their existence and their promotion depends upon many variables including textbooks, teachers and learners, among probably many other variables which are not related to the present study. The commodified identities were not very much highlighted in the books we analyzed. But, this does not mean that the role of textbooks should be ignored. Even the absence of the commodified identities in the textbooks had some influences on the teachers and learners' discourse. There were little discussion of commodified identities by the teachers and learners in the classroom context as they were not provided by these cognitive foods. We found, however, some traces of commodity discourse which were again promoted and speeded up by the content of the textbooks. This shows the importance of textbooks' contents directly or indirectly. As Byram (1997, p. 22-29) maintains 'textbook contents are value-laden wherever they are produced in the world'. Teachers' roles, on the other hand, were another factor which was investigated in this study. It was linked with the textbooks' role in the sense that when the content was projecting commodified identities they had to focus and promote such identities as well. The discourse types associated with projecting the identities depended on the characteristics of the teachers and the social context they were living in. Most of them had no desire to preach consumerism directly, but their teaching English was the central tool which resulted in connecting learners to other areas of social capital. They themselves were in the process of identities formation and deconstruction depending on the context of situation. And, finally learners were affected by the contents of the textbooks, the institution's
authority forcing them to buy the English learning materials, and some teachers' coercive discourse which compelled them or motivated them to be consumers of the English language.

This study, however, needs to be contextualized by many other researchers, who account for analyzing a larger population, take into account many other types of identities, and consider different types of schools with many other books. Due to the space problem, we tried to present a small data to clarify and discuss our arguments by triangulation of the data. This cultural case study may open new horizons for other cultural studies and may have direct pedagogical implications for those involving in the language teaching fields such as English learners, teachers, syllabus designers, policy makers, and more particularly for those who see culture as a seminal part of a country's identity.
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